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Abstracts The purpose of this paper is to give some 
new results on" fixed points for noncompact mappings in nor-
med linear spaces which behave something like ^-j-spaces 
(e#g« Hilbert-spacess iP-spaces (l^p^co ))» 
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!• Introduction* In this' paper we study the existence 
of fixed points for mappings satisfying so called, weak' or 
strong s,Frum-KetkoT conditions14 (see Definition 2 below)* 
These conditions were introduced in an essential stronger 
form by R,L# Frum-Ketkov [3-1 said M*A« Irasnoselskii 151 and 
subsequently used (in this special form) by R«D* Nussbaum 
t73?C8]s M«Ao Krasnoselskii [$]f M* Furi and M, Martelli 
C131 and others in proving fixed point theorems* We estab-
lish various existence theorems under certain boundary- con-
1) I would like to thank Prof. J» Reinermann for helpful 
suggestions« 
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d it ions which include - as special cases - most of the known 
results of this type and some interesting new ones» 
2. Definitions and preliminaries. For a normed linear 
space (n.l.s.) (Ef II II ) f a subset X of E and a map f: X—*-E 
we denote by Xf d^L and Fix(f) respectively the closure of 
X, the boundary of X in E and the fixed point set of f. 
AXE, II H ) stands for the collection of all nonempty closed 
subsets of E. 
Definition 1» let (E, II H ) be a n.l.s., 04*XcE and K: 
: X—^A(E f II II ). K is said to be admissible :.<«-=» U w K(x) 
Definition 2. Let (Ef 11- I ) be a n.l.s., 04=XdE, f: 
: X — * E ani let K: X—*A(E, || ]V) be admissible, 
(i) f is said to satisfy a weak Frum-Ketkov condition with 
respect to K:<«a»> A y d(f(x), K(x)) £d(xfK(x»
 2> 
(ii> f is said to satisfy a strong Frum-Ketkov condition 
with respect to Ks<==-> 
(oo) / % d(f(x), K(x))£d(x,K(x>) 
•X <s A 
=*ii^ (alft^),!:^)))^^ nSCdC^.KC^)))^^! 
Remark 1 . If f sa t i s f ies a weak (strong) Frum-Ketkov 
condition with respect to some admissible K: X—>A(Ef H 11 ) 
2) For y e E and McE d(y,M) denotes the distance from y to 
M 
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we call f a weak (strong) Frum-Ketkov contraction. 
Proposition 1. Let (E, H ii ) be a n.l.s., 0#=XcE, f: 
: X—-*E, McE be compact and m 6 tO,l) such that 
A #,,--'«--•-*»----'-
Then f i s a strong Irum-Ketkov contraction 
Proof: Obvious. 
Proposition 2 . .Let (E, ( , ) ) be a Hilbert-space, 0 # X c £ 
and f: X—*E 
Then 
( i ) If f i s a Banach-contraction ( i . e . ^ V A w 
•XetO/l) x,^eX 
Hf(x) - f(y) II A 31 B t - y U ) then f i s a strong Frum-Ket-
kov contraction 
( i i ) If X is the f i n i t e union of closed, convex sets 
and f is a generalized contraction 
( i . e . . ¥ V . . . A v l l f(x) - f(y)U £ <tf(x)llx - y l ) 
cc:K—->E0,^l) .x^eX 
then f is a strong Frum-Ketkov contraction 
(iii) If X is bounded and f nonexpansive 
(i.e.) A v I  f (x) - f(y) U ( x - y ID then f is a weak 
* » <y fe A 
Frum-Ketkov contraction 
Proof :(i) By a well-known theorem of Kirszbraun and 
Valentine L123 there is a Banach-contraction g: E —£* 
— > co(f C X3 ) "^ such that g|x =- f. Choose yeFix(g) and de-
fine K: X—> A(E,(,)) by K(x):=-ty*J . It is easily seen that 
f satisfies a strong Frum-Ketkov condition with respect to K. 
1) For McE co(M) denotes the convex closure of M 
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(ii) Let X » L J , Cy with Cv nonemptyt closed and 
convex and choose a map j: X — • U , . . . , n } with / \ xeC./^, 
For ire-! !,*••,n"J- let r^: E — > C be a nonexpansive retrac-
tion onto C * k theorem of ¥,A» Kirk £43 guarantees that the-
re is for v e-[l,...,nl exactly one x^e. E with f o r^x^) -
« 3^. If we define m:= max tooir^ix^)} | v e -t lf •••fn3-J we 
have m eUO,l) and for xeXs llf(x) - xi(x)^ ~ 
~ ^(rj(x)(xj(x))) llx - xj(x)|l - m i x - xj(x)il * Hence f is 
a strong Prum-KetkoY contraction by Proposition 1* 
(iii) Analogous to part (i). Q*E*I)« 
.Definition3« Let (Ef H 11) be a n*l*s* f 0+X4-B and., 
f t X—^E. f i s said to be demicontinuoias: <=-===> ' 
ąi1 
A , * * " * / ^ K ^ ^ ^ W l N = x o ( s t r o x « l y ) = > 
v<n&m A ° 
—>lim C f i ^ J ^ ^ « f ( x 0 ) (weakly) 
3» Fixed points of weak. Frum-Ketkov contractions 
Lemma 1« Let (.&,(,)} be a Hilbert-space, 0-#-CeH and 
l e t P: E—>co(C) be the metric projection onto co(C) 
( i . e / A E l y - P ( y ) f * d(y,co(C))) 
S a , / > o A c d ( P ( y ) ,K)
2 + l y - Hj) I! 2£ d(y,K) 2 jB-t-KcC <y,&E 
Proof: Let 04-Kc Cf y€ E and yQe K* For a « (0S1) 
we have 
I y - P(y) I 2 * d(y sco(C))
2^ « y - (A,P(y) + 
+ C l - a . ) y 0 ) l
2 « !(y - P(y)) + (1 - a ) ( P ( y ) » y o ) ) |
 2 = 
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- » y - p ( y ) i i 2 + a - * ) 2 » p ( y > - y 0 n
2 + 
+ 2(1 -X)^^ " P(y)» P(y) ' yo 5 
hence 0 6(1 -X) flP(y) - yG - * * 2 ^ " -"frJ-W - y 0 ) 
and therefore (.4,-* 1-): 0-"2 Se(y " p(y).P<y) - y©)- -^-8 
yields 
II y - p(y)il2 + d(p(y),K) 2^ H y - p(y>H 2 + Hp(y) - y 0l
 2 + 
+ 2 He(y - P(y),P(y) - y0) • IKy - P(y)) • (P(y) - y0)l
 2 • 
-lly-y0H
2 
By taking the inf imum on the right hand side of the last in-
equality we get the desired result. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1. Let (E,(,)) be a Hilbert-space, 04*XcE 
be closed and convex, K: X-rS»-A(Et (,)) be admissible such 
that (*) / \ K(x) c X and let the continuous map f % X-> 
* * %* 
—j*E satisfy a weak Prum-Ketkov condition with respect to 
K 
Then Fix (f)4*0 
Proof: Set C:=- U , K(x) and let P: E—->co(C) and 
X • A 
r: E — » X respectively denote the metric projections onto 
co(C) and X. Êy Schauder's fixed point theorem there is xe E 
such that P-»for(x) * x. From Lemma 1 we have 
d(x,K(r(x)))2 + tlf(r(x)) - xl26d(f(r(x)),K(r(x))^ 
£d(r(x),K(r(x)))2 and a(r(x),K(r(x)))2 +11 x - r(x)t 2 £ 
£d (x,K (r (x)) ) 2 . Combining th i s , we get II x - r(x) ]] 2 + 
+ «f(r(x)) - x \\2£0 and thus f(x) * x. Q.E.D. 
- 403 - f 
Remark 2. (1) M.A. Krasnoselsxii's theorem 5 in 151 
is a special case of Theorem 1. 
(2) It should be noted that we do not assume f [XlcX 
in Theorem 1 and that the assumptions in fact do not even 
imply f tS-gXlc X (E:« K ; X:= L-1,+1 3 .; f(x):* ~2xj 
K(x);= -t-x}) 
(3) Corollary 1. Let (Ef(,)> be a Hilbert-space, 0 * 
4*XcE be closed and convex and f: X — > E be continuous such 
that there exists a compact subset M of X with 
A V Jlf <x) - y II £ | x - y II 
Then Fix(f)+0 
4. Fixed points of strong Frum-Ketkov contractions 
Lemma 2. Let CE, 11 II ) be a n . l . s . , 04-XcE be closed,. 
K: X—•» A(E, II II ) be admissible and le t the demicontinuous 
map f: X—a* E satisfy a strong Frum-Ketkov condition with 
respect to K. 
Then the following two assertions are equivalent 
(i) nxlt}*0 
( i i ) For e > 0 there i s a nonexpansive map Ps E—>E 
such that Fix(Po f ) * 0 and ft P(y) - y II .fe £ f or j * ^IJ K(x). 
Proof: *{i> *=^(ii)" For e -> 0 define P:= IdE» 
w(ii)=-=-# (i>* ^ t C:» J--*^ x ^ x ) # ^ assumption there 
are sequences (P >nelM an<* ^SiW-W s u c ^ *-*** 
(1) / \ n *n : •E'*~^ E Bonexpansive 
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(3) / \ X„€ XAPne f (x:) * X,. 
I f we choose for n 6 IN a point yn€ K(xn) with 
l l f(xn) - ynll = d(f(xm),K(xn)), we get d(3^,K(xn)) £ 
^ l x n . y n l l ^ l l l > n o f C x n ) -P n (y n )n • «Pn(yn) - y n « 
.^=d(f(xn),K(xn)) + J . 
Hence 5S(d(x n ,K(x n ) ) ) n 6 j N 6 HmCdCf (xn) ,K(xn)))n 6 | i , which 
implies* limCd(xn. K ^ ) ) ) ^ « 0. By compactness of C we 
may assume l i m C d ^ , * : ^ ) ) ) JJ « 0 and lim(xn)n ejN * xeC^ 
(strongly). The demicontinuity of f yields l im(f (x n ) ) n € ^
 s 
« f(x) (weakly) and because of lim(d(f (xn),K(xn)))n » 0 
we find lim(f ( x ^ ) ) ^ ^ * f(x) (strongly). The inequality 
d ( f (x ) ,C)6d( f (x ) ,K(x n ) )^! l f (x ) - f(3^)11 + d(f(xn)>KCacn)> 
shows f(x)e C. Finally, because 
|\x - f(x)ft * 0 x - xjl + ilPnof(xn) - PB»f(x)l • ' 
+ II Pno f(x) - f (x) II 6 1 x - xn« + 1 f (x^) - f(x)I + J 
. • . / 
holds for n € N , we see that x i s a fixed point of f. 
t ';' . , :• .•;' ' 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2. Let (E, 8 1 ) be a n . l . s . , Xc E be an open, 
bounded neighborhood of the origin, K: X—* AGS, H II ) be ad-» 
missible and l e t the demicontinuous map f: X—> E satisfy * 
strong Frum-Ketkov condition with respect to K. 
Assume that there exists a sequence of finite-dimensional 
l inear nonexpansive projections (P n ) n e $ | * (^>
 s u c l 1 t f a a t 
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l im(P | 1(y)) | | 6 W = y (strongly) f o r y e O K(x).
 1 } 
Let furthermore one of the following conditions be s a t i s -
fied? 
(a) X i s an open ba l l about the or ig in and 
y \ lim j a « i - * ) x > ^ f ( x ) f x ) ? . 0 
xeagX X-+0+ t X
 J 
( i . e . f i s "weaklly inward", see t lOl) 
(b) The conjugate space of (Es II II) i s s t r i c t l y con-
vex and if J ; E—£*E* denotes the normalized duality map-
ping we have 
(+) A H e J ( x ) ( f ( x ) ) ^ I x | 2 
ì* € Ә£Қ 
or 
(++> ^ v R e J (x)( f(x)) > l l x l l 2 
X€§ E X 
(c) X i s an open ba l l about the or ig in and f T d ^ X l c X 
(d) X i s symmetric and / \ f (x) - - f (-x) 
xsд £ X 
Then F ix ( f )+0 
Proofi Let e > 0. Ejy.a standard argument there is 
n € N such that II *n(y) - y II -£* €/ for y e U K(x). In 
view of, Lemma 2 i t remains to show that each of the condi-
tions (a) - (d) implies Fix(Pn« f)«f 0. Let H:=- P n t E 3 . 
(a) Using P n t XI = XnH i t . i s . easi ly seen that Pn*> f 
i s weakly inward, too, when re s t r i c t ed to Xn !S. By a wel l -
1) Such a sequence exists f . e . i f (E, II II) i s a ( a r^ - space 
(see t81) 
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known resul t there i s xe XnH with P -» f (x) - x« 
(b) From £2] we learn that / \ u J(y)-> P^ * J(y)* Hen-
^ , 6 H n ^ 
ce Pn<- - ? | f n g sa t i s f i e s (+) or (+4-) (with X replaced by XnH) 
according m (+) or (++) holds for f* Therefore F ix (P n «f ) 4» 
* 0 by the Leray-Schauder theorem for finite-dimensional spa-
ces « 
(c) We have (a) fu l f i l led and therefore Fix(Pno f )=#08 
(d) The antipodal-the or em for finite-dimensional spaces 
yields the existence of x f i H n l with P © f(x) =- x« Q.E»D» 
Remark 3». (1) Theorem 2 with condition (c) improves a 
result of R.D« Nussbaum 181 where f i s assumed to be a cont i -
nuous map such that 
^ , V V / \ >d(f(x)sM)^kd(xfM) 
(2) Corollary 2« Let (E , ( , ) ) be a Hilbert-space t Xc E 
be an open, bounded neighborhood of the origin and l e t f % 
: X —> E be a. demicontinuous strong Frum-Ketkov contraction 
such that 




( • ' • . ) A v Re ( f ( x ) t x ) > l i x | ! * . 
5C€d£X 
Then Fix(f)*M 
(3) Corollary 2 improves the resul ts of MaA, Krasnosel-
sk i i and P*P*# Zabreiko [6 3 and J* Reinermann 191» 
(4) Conditions (• ) and ( • • ) of Corol3ary 2 are r e s -
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pectively equivalent to 
(I) A ' І ' « x ) - x l t 2 £ l l fЫІI 2 - t l x l l 2 
x €a£X 
and 
(II) A II t(x) - X ft* é: \ f (X) II 2 - II X l 2 
(5) A long but elementary computation yield® that i f 
X i s an open ba l l about the origin ( * ) of Corollary 2 i s 
equivalent to {• • * ) f i s weakly inward 
We end this paper in proving m Rothe-type theorem. We 
wi l l need the following two lemmata. The f i r s t i s a we l l -
known result and the second i s proved in a more general form 
in E101. For the sake of completeness we give the proof of 
the second one. 
Lemma 3 . Let (E,( , ) ) be a Hilbert-space, ri e ff , 
x l ' * # # , x n € E* McE be compact and e >* Q 
Then there is a finite-dimensional subspace H of E such 
tha t - ( x p . - . - ^ c H and the orthogonal project ion P : E—> 
—>H sat isf ies U P(y) - y IU e for yeM 
Lemma 4. Let (E, % II ) be a n . l . s . and 04..XCE be a f i -
n i t e union of closed convex subsets of E such tha t X i s con-
t r a c t i b l e . Let f: X—> E be compact with f L 3-gX3 cX 
Then Fix (f) 4*0 
Proof: Since X i s an ANR (see El3) , a well-known r e -
sult of Borsuk implies (by contract ibi l i ty^of X) tha t X i s 
an AR. If r : E—* X denotes a re t rac t ion onto X,* we define 
g: B-> Ebyg(x): - { ^ L r(X) " 1^ X • 
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Since g i s compact, Schauder's fixed point theorem y ie lds 
Eix(f) -M. Because of Fix(f) » Pix(g) we are done. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 3. Let (E, ( , ) ) be a Hilbert-space and XcE be 
f i n i t e union of closed balls such that X i s contractiblte in 
the weak or strong topology of ( E , ( , ) ) . Let f; X—* E be a 
demicontinuous strong Frum-Ketkov contraction sat isfying 
f Cd-gXlc X 
Then Fix(f)4-j0 
Proof; Choose an admissible K; X—>A(E,(,)) such that 
f s a t i s f i e s a strong Erum-Ketkov condition with respect to K. 
Set C:= LJ. K(x) and l e t e :> 0. By assumption there are n e 
6 It , x 1 , . . . , x n € E and r . , , . . . , r n e (0,oo) with X ~ 
* LJ BCx^r ) . By Lemma 3 there i s a finite-dimensional sub-
space H of E such that « i x , , . . » , r } c H and the orthogonal 
projection P; E —* H sa t i s f ies iP(y) - y ft & e f o r y e C . 
We have P CXI = XnH and thus XnH i s the f ini te union of 
compact convex se ts and contractible. Because 
P o f Cd H CXoH)lc P - f t d g X A H l c P t X l c Xr>H we have 
Fix(Pof)4-0 by Lemma 4c Lemma 2 gives the conclusion. Q.E.D. 
Remark 4. (1) We do not know, whether the assumption 
MX i s the f i n i t e union of closed balls" can be weakened to 
MX is the f i n i t e union of closed convex sets" . In th i s con-
text i t should be noted that M. Furi and M. Mar t e l l i L133, in 
extending a resu l t of R.D. Nussbaum [73, recently proved that 
(strongly) contractible subsets of arbitrary Banach spaces, 
which are f in i t e unions of closed, bounded and convex s e t s , 
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have the fixed point property for special selfmappings of 
Frum-Ketkov type, namely those we described in .Remark 3 (1). 
Unfortunately their argument doesn't work in the general 
setting, although it seems to be very useful in the area of 
fixed point theory (see ClOl). 
(2) Proposition 2 (ii) and Theorem 3 gives a fixed 
point result for generalized contractions f which is extend-
ed to nqnexpansive mappings in [10] » 
NOTE ADDED IN PBOpF. 
J. Doles* from the Charles University, Prague, has indi-
cated to the author that Lemma 1 can be found in the appen-
dix to "Topological Methods in Nonlinear Analysis" (Charles 
University, 1972/73) written by J. Koloar# and J. Dane§. 
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